Updates For 2008

• Multiple scanner boxes per order
  – Multi-page PDFs
• Enter using coordinates or Google Maps
• Select and print, or archive, multiple orders
• New server and software
• Sort by username, last name, first name
Updates For 2008

• Increased comments field to 1,024 characters
• Edit UTFs
• Vendors
• Google KML
• Simplified the form
  – Removed VOR
  – “Air-to-Ground” instead of ATGS
  – Incident # field
Glitches in 2008

• New server w/ software installed one month late
  – Impacted Active FireMaps also

• A number of bugs cropped up when the NorCal lightning bust occurred
  – Rounding error in code shifted longitude of boxes 1° to west
  – A number of other really annoying bugs
Updates for 2009

• Update the “How To” guide
• Redding Pod wish list
• Other requests for improvements and modifications?
Questions?